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678 Z. Burinska et. al.approximation is ahieved in average. For �xed � (e.g. � = 0) this is true for p = +1only. Furthermore, Theorem 4.3 deals with the ase of randomly hosen parameters.Then the best order of approximation an be realized with a priori given probability.The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 1 we introdue notations and give somede�nitions we will use heneforth. In Setion 2 we study properties of trigonometrikernels. For the onveniene of the reader we ollet some well-known fats of the theoryof approximation by linear operators in Setion 3. In Setion 4 we introdue familiesof linear polynomial operators and study their approximative properties. Here we alsoompare various methods of approximation mentioned above.1. Preliminaries1. We will deal with 2�-periodi funtions in Lp, where 0 < p � +1 (as usual, L1 = Cwith a standard norm), that sometimes will depend not only on the main variable x,but also on a parameter �. By k � kp or k � kp;x we denote the p-norm (quasi-norm, if0 < p < 1) on x. For the p-(quasi-)norm on the parameter � we use the symbol k � kp;�.The notation k � kp will be used for  k � kp;xp;�, that is, for the p-(quasi-) norm onx and � together. For the sake of simpliity, we will use the notation "norm" for all0 < p � +1.2. As usual, the norm of a linear operator L in Lp (0 < p � +1) is given bykLk(p) = supkfkp=1 kLfkp:An operator L is bounded, if its norm is �nite. By S� we denote the translation operatorde�ned by S�f(x) = f(x+ �):Clearly, its norm is equal to 1 for all 0 < p � +1.3. Apart from single operators we will also onsider one-parametri families of linearoperators fL�g�2R in Lp (0 < p � +1) that are 2�-periodi on �. We de�ne theaveraged norm of suh family bykfL�gk(p) = (2�)� 1p supkfkp=1 kL�f(x)kp= supkfkp=1(� 12� R 2�0 kL�f(x)kpp d�� 1p if 0 < p < +1max� kL�f(x)k1 if p = +1.In analogy to the ase of operators we will say that a family fL�g is bounded in Lp, ifits averaged norm is �nite. The family of translation operators fS�g is an example of afamily that is bounded for all 0 < p � +1.4. By the symbol f � g we denote the onvolution of 2�-periodi L1-funtions f and g,that is (f � g)(x) = 12� Z 2�0 f(x+ h)g(h) dh = 12� Z 2�0 f(h)g(h� x) dh: (1:1)



Approximation by Linear Operators 679For 2�-periodi funtions f and g that are de�ned on R we introdue its disrete oun-terpart (f � g)(N)(x) = 12N+1 2NXk=0 f(tkN )g(tkN � x) (1:2)that we will allN -disrete onvolution of f and g. In (1.2)N 2 N0 and tkN = 2�k2N+1 (k =0; 1; : : : ; 2N) are points of uniform partition of [0; 2�).5. As usual, the best trigonometri approximation of a funtion f in Lp (0 < p � +1)of order n 2 N0 is given by En(f)p = infT2Tn kf � Tkpwhere Tn is the spae of real-valued trigonometri polynomials of order at most n.6. The Fourier transform of a funtion f that belongs to L1 on R is de�ned byf̂(x) = 1p2� ZRf(�)e�i�xd�:2. Trigonometri kernels and their propertiesThroughout the paper we will study trigonometri polynomials Wn (n 2 N0) of thespeial type W0(x) = 1Wn(x) =Xk2Z �kn�eikx (n 2 N)9>=>; (2:1)that are usually alled kernels. Here we suppose that  is an even funtion de�ned onR, suh that  (t) = � 1 if jtj � 10 if jtj > 1 + Æ (2:1)0where Æ is some positive number.Lemma 2.1.1. The funtion Wn (n 2 N0) is a real-valued even trigonometri polynomial oforder at most N = [(1 + Æ)n℄.2. For any T in Tn (n 2 N0) we have(T �Wn)(x) = T (x) (2:2)(T �Wn)(N)(x) = T (x) (2:3)for all x 2 R.



680 Z. Burinska et. al.Proof. Part 1 follows immediately from the de�nition of kernels. It is lear beauseof linearity that it is suÆient to prove (2.2) and (2.3) for harmonis eimx with jmj � n.We get (eim � �Wn)(x) = 12� Z 2�0 eimhWn(x� h) dh=Xk2Z �kn�eikx � 12� Z 2�0 eimhe�ikhdh�=Xk2Z �kn�Æmkeikx= eimx:Now we reall that for s 2 ZÆ(s;N) = 2NXk=0 exp� 2�isk2N + 1� = n 2N + 1 if s � 0(mod(2N + 1))0 otherwise. (2:4)Using (1.2) and (2.1) we have for jmj � n(eim � �Wn)(N)(x) =Xk2Z �kn�eikx 12N+1 2NX�=0 exp(imt�N ) exp(�ikt�N )=Xk2Z �kn�eikx 12N+1 2NX�=0 exp�2�i(m� k)2N + 1 ��=Xk2Z �kn�eikx 12N+1 Æ(m� k;N): (2:5)
Sine  � kn� = 0 for jkj > N , the summation in (2.5) is for jkj � N , and as jmj � n, wehave jm� kj � jmj+ jkj � n+N � 2N < 2N +1. Therefore, m� k � 0(mod(2N +1))if and only if m = k, and now (2.4) implies(eim � �Wn)(N)(x) =  �mn �eimx = eimx:The proof is ompleteFor n 2 N0, N = [(1 + Æ)n℄, g 2 Lp (0 < p � +1) let us de�ne

JN ;p(g) = 8>>>><>>>>: (2�)� 1p kgkp if 0 < p � 112N+1P2Nk=0� 1� R tk+1NtkN jg(h)jpdh� 1p if 1 � p+112N+1P2Nk=0 maxh2[tkN ;tk+1N ℄ jg(h)j if p = +1where � = 2�2N+1 . We will often denote JN ;p(Wn) by Jn;p .



Approximation by Linear Operators 681Lemma 2.2. Let 0 < p � 1. If  de�ned by (2:1)0 is ontinuous and  ̂ belongs toLp(R), then J0;p = 1Jn;p � (2�) 12� 1p k ̂kLp(R)n1� 1p (n 2 N)) : (2:6)Proof. To prove this lemma we need the Poisson summation formulaWn(x) =Xk2Z �kn�eikx = p2� nXk2Z ̂(n(x+ 2�k)): (2:7)It is proved [11: p. 252/Corollary 2.6℄ that, for ' belonging to the Shwartz spae S ofrapidly dereasing test funtions, (2.7) is valid.If  ̂ 2 Lp(R) for 0 < p < 1, then  ̂ 2 L1(R) and, hene, it is enough to prove (2.7)for p = 1. It is known [13: p. 22/Setion 1.4.1℄ that for any " > 0 there is a funtion' 2 S with ompat support suh thatk ̂ � '̂kL1(R) < "2p2�(N + 1) : (2:8)We denote by I and J the left- and right-hand sides of (2.7), respetively. Then weget kJ � J'k1 � p2� nXk2Z ̂(n(x+ 2��))� '̂(n(x+ 2��))1= p2� n  ̂(nx)� '̂(nx)L1(R)= p2� k ̂ � '̂kL1(R): (2:9)Furthermore, kI � I'k1 �Xk2Z��� �kn�� '�kn���� keikxk1� 2�(2N + 1) k � 'kC(R)� p2�(2N + 1) k ̂ � '̂kL1(R): (2:10)Realling that I' = J', we get from (2.8) - (2.10)kI � J k1 � kI � I'k1 + kJ � J'k1 � 2p2�(N + 1) k ̂ � '̂kL1(R) < "that ompletes the proof of (2.7).Now we prove (2.6). We have from (2.7) (using 0 < p < 1)kWnkpp � (2�) p2 npXk2Zk ̂(n(x+ 2�k))kpp= (2�) p2 npk ̂(nx)kpLp(R)= (2�) p2 np�1k ̂kpLp(R):The proof is �nished



682 Z. Burinska et. al.Lemma 2.3. Let 1 � p � +1. If  de�ned by (2:1)0 is ontinuous and  ̂ belongsto L1(R), then J0;p = 1Jn;p � Jn;1 � (� + 1)(2�)� 12 k ̂kL1(R) (n � 1)) : (2:11)Proof. The �rst part of inequality (2.11) is obvious. There exist points �kN 2[tkN ; tk+1N ℄ (k = 0; 1; : : : ; 2N) suh thatJn;1 = 12N+1 2NXk=0 maxh2[tkN ;tk+1N ℄ jWn(h)j = 12N+1 2NXk=0 jWn(�kN )j: (2:12)We onsider the funtion F (�) = 12N+1 2NXk=0 jWn(tkN + �)j:Clearly �� = t1N = 2�2N+1�,1� Z �0 F (�) d� = 12� 2NXk=0Z tk+1NtkN jWn(h)j dh = 12�kWnk1: (2:13)Hene, there is a number �� 2 [0; � ℄ suh thatF (��) = 12� kWnk1: (2:14)By using Bernstein's inequality that is valid with onstant 1 (see [1℄), we get from (2.12)and (2.14) Jn;1 � 12N+1 2NXk=0 ��Wn(tkN + ��)�Wn(�kN )��+ 12�kWnk1� 12N+1 2NXk=0 Z tk+1NtkN jW 0n(h)j dh+ 12� kWnk1� 12N+1kW 0nk1 + 12� kWnk1� � N2N+1 + 12� � kWnk1� 12�1 + 1� � kWnk1= (� + 1)Jn;1:
(2:15)

Applying (2.6) with p = 1 we obtain (2.11)Remark 2.2. In this setion we onsidered kernels that guarantee "a preserving"of a trigonometri polynomial in the sense of part 2 of Lemma 2.1. As is well-known, theDirihlet kernel that orresponds to the harateristi funtion of [�1; 1℄ as well as theVall�ee-Poussin kernel that orresponds to  with extralinear onnetion on the segments



Approximation by Linear Operators 683[�1 � Æ;�1℄ and [1; 1 + Æ℄ have this property. We also mention that in approximationtheory there are many other kernels like kernels of Fej�er, Favard, Jakson, Rogozinski,Bohner-Riesz that do not preserve a polynomial. Their properties are desribed inmany papers and monographs (see, for example, [12℄).The idea to present kernels in the form (2.1) as well as the idea to apply Fouriertransform methods to study their properties was developed in [3, 9℄ and many other pa-pers. For example, an approah based on the use of Nikolskii's inequality was elaboratedin [9℄. The idea to use Poisson's summation formula appeared in [3℄.Some suÆient onditions on a funtion  that guarantee the validity of Poisson'ssummation formula (2.7) were obtained in terms of smooth harateristis of  or interms of its Fourier transform (see, for example, [11℄). The ondition  ̂ 2 L1 seems tobe new. We want to emphasize that the proof of (2.7) with this ondition was based onproperties of the spaes L
p [13: p. 24℄.3. Approximation by linear polynomial operatorsIn this setion we disuss some aspets of the lassial and wide-spread method ofapproximation by linear polynomial operators. We will also show that this methodturns out to be unappliable in the ase 0 < p < 1. Usually, they deal with Fouriermeans and interpolation means that are given byFn(f) = f �Wn (3:1)In(f) = (f �Wn)(N) (3:2)respetively. In (3.1) and (3.2) N = [(1 + Æ)n℄. Wn is de�ned by (2.1) and (2:1)0, andthe onvolution and its disrete ounterpart are given by (1.1) and (1.2), respetively.The Fourier means are linear operators mapping Lp (1 � p � +1) into TN . Theinterpolation means that are orretly de�ned on C and are linear mappings from Cinto TN .In this paper we onsider only one of the approximation problems onneted withthe onstrutions (3.1) and (3.2), namely, we are interested in onditions implying thevalidity of the inequality (Ln is Fn or In)kf � Ln(f)kp � C1En(f)p (3:3)where the positive onstant C1 does not depend on f and n. Inequality (3.3) has a longhistory. As is known, ifWn is the Vall�ee-Poussin kernel, (3.3) is valid for all 1 � p � +1in the ase of Fourier means and for p = +1 in the ase of interpolation means. In thease of the Dirihlet kernel inequality (3.3) fails for both types of operators, if p = +1,and additionally for the type (3.1), if p = 1. However, as it was proved by M. Riesz,(3.3) holds in this ase, if 1 < p < +1. For more details and other referenes we refer,for instane, to [4: Chapter 4℄.Now let us onsider the general ase.



684 Z. Burinska et. al.De�nition 3.1. A sequene of linear operators (Ln)n2N0 mapping Lp (1 � p �+1) into TN (N = [(1 + Æ)n℄; Æ � 0) is of Vall�ee-Poussin type in Lp, if1. Ln(T ) = T for any T 2 Tn (n 2 N0)2. kLnk(p) � C2, where the positive onstant C2 does not depend on n.Lemma 3.1. If (Ln)n2N0 is of Vall�ee-Poussin type in Lp for some 1 � p � +1,then (3:3) is valid.Proof. For an arbitrary " > 0 we onsider T in Tn suh thatkf � Tkp � En(f)p + ":Now we get kf � Ln(f)kp = kf � T + Ln(T )� Ln(f)kp� kf � Tkp + kLn(f � T )kp� (1 + kLnk(p)) (En(f)p + ")� C1(En(f)p + ")that implies (3.3)At �rst we onsider Fourier means.Theorem 3.1. If  de�ned by (2:1)0 is ontinuous and  ̂ belongs to L1(R), then thesequene (Fn)n2N0 given by (3:1) is of Vall�ee-Poussin type in Lp for any 1 � p � +1and (3:3) holds.Proof. As it follows from part 2 of Lemma 2.1, Fn preserves any polynomial T inTn. On the basis of Lemma 2.2 and the generalized Minkovski inequality we getkFnk(p) = supkfkp=1 kFnfkp� 12� supkfkp=1 Z 2�0 kf(x+ h)kpjWn(h)j dh� 12� kWnk1< C2that ompletes the proofTheorem 3.2. If  de�ned by (2:1)0 is ontinuous and  ̂ belongs to L1(R), thesequene (In)n2N0 given by (3:2) is of Vall�ee-Poussin type in L1 and (3:3) holds forp = +1.Proof. As it follows from part 2 of Lemma 2.1, In preserves any polynomial T in



Approximation by Linear Operators 685Tn. On the basis of Lemma 2.3 we getkInk(1) � 12N+1 supkfk1=1 maxx2[0;2�) 2NXk=o jf(tkN)j jWn(x� tkN )j� 12N+1 2NXk=o maxx2[0;� ℄ jWn(x� tkN )j= Jn;1� C2that ompletes the proofRemark 3.1. It follows from Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 and the proofs of Theorems 3.1, 3.2that in the ase of Fourier means (3.3) is valid for all 1 � p � +1 with the onstantC1 = 1 + 1p2� k ̂kL1(R)and in the ase of interpolation means for p = +1 with the onstantC1 = 1 + �+1p2� k ̂kL1(R):In Lemma 3.1 and Theorems 3.1, 3.2 we followed the lassial sheme that has manyappliations in approximation theory. In the next setion we will show how this shemeworks in the ase of families of linear polynomial operators.We notie that the requirement for operators to be bounded is quite natural, beauseof its neessity for the validity of (3.3). Indeed, for 0 < p � +1 inequality (3.3) implies(~p = min(1; p))kLnfk~pp � kfkp̂p + kf � Ln(f)k~pp � kfk~pp + C ~p1 En(f)~pp � (1 + C ~p1 ) kfk~ppfor all f 2 Lp.In ontrast to the ase 1 � p � +1 the following statement holds.Lemma 3.2. For any m 2 N0 and 0 < p < 1 there are no non-trivial linear boundedoperators mapping Lp into Tm � Lp.Proof. On the ontrary, if L is suh an operator, by virtue of Nikolski's inequality[10: p. 145℄ we get for any f in LpkLfk1 � (m+ 1) 1p�1kLfkp � (m+ 1) 1p�1 kLkpkfkpand L is a bounded operator from Lp into L1, that ontradits to the fat that for0 < p < 1 there are no non-trivial linear bounded operators mapping Lp into anyBanah spae X (see, for instane, [5: p. 37℄)



686 Z. Burinska et. al.4. Approximation by families of linear polynomial operatorsIt will be shown in this setion that bounded families of linear polynomial operatorsexist in all Lp-spaes with 0 < p � +1 in ontrast to single operators existing for1 � p � +1 only. We will also see that families have approximative properties that aresimilar to the properties of operators in a ertain sense. We apply the sheme desribedin the previous setion and we give its realization by onstruting appropriate familiesof linear polynomial operators.We onsider a family of linear operators fLn;�g�2Rmapping Lp (0 < p � +1) intoTN , where, as usual, N = [(1 + Æ)n℄ for some Æ � 0. We suppose that Ln;� = Ln;�+2�for n 2 N0 and � 2 R, and for eah f 2 Lp the funtion Ln;�(f ;x) of variables � and xbelongs to Lp on the two-dimensional torus T2.De�nition 4.1. A family fLn;�g is of Vall�ee-Poussin type in Lp (0 < p � +1) if1. Ln;�(T ) = T for any T 2 Tn (n 2 N0) and � 2 R2. kfLn;�gk(p) � C3, where the positive onstant C3 does not depend on n.Theorem 4.1. If fLn;�g is of Vall�ee-Poussin type in Lp (0 < p � +1), then(2�)� 1p kf � Ln;�(f)kp � C En(f)p (n 2 N0) (4:1)where the positive onstant C does not depend on f and n.Proof. We put ~p = minf1; pg. For an arbitrary " > 0 we onsider T 2 Tn suhthat kf � Tkp � En(f)p + ":Then, for any real �,kf � Ln;�(f)k~pp � kf � T + Ln;�(T )� Ln;�(f)k~pp� kf � Tk~pp + kLn;�(f � T )k~pp: (4:2)Taking the p-norm with respet to � if 1 � p � +1, and and integrating with respetto � from 0 to 2� if 0 < p < 1, on both sides of inequality (4.2), we obtain(2�)� ~pp kf � Ln;�(f)k~pp � (2�)� ~pp kf � Tk~pp + (2�)� ~pp kLn;�(f � T )k~pp� kf � Tk~pp + kfLn;�gk~p(p)kf � Tk~pp� �1 + kfLn;�gk~p(p)� �En(f)p + "�~pthat implies (4.1)Remark 4.1. The proof of Theorem 4.1 enables us to estimate the onstant C.More preisely, (4.1) is valid withC = �1 + supn kfLn;�gk~p(p)) 1~p = supn C(n): (4:3)



Approximation by Linear Operators 687For omputational needs, when n is a priori given, one an use the onstant C(n).Let now Æ be a non-negative real number, Wn (n 2 N0) be given by (2.1) and (2:1)0,N = [(1 + Æ)n℄. Heneforth, we deal with the familyLn;�(�) = S��(S�(�) �Wn)(N); (4:4)that is, Ln;�(f ;x) = 12N+1 2NXk=0 f(tkN + �)Wn(x� tkN � �): (4:5)It follows immediately from (4.5) that if a 2�-periodi funtion f is de�ned almosteverywhere on [0; 2�℄, then for almost every � all numbers f(tkN +�) (k = 0; 1; : : : ; 2N)are de�ned and the funtion Ln;�(f ;x) of the variable x is a trigonometri polynomialof order at most N . Moreover, if the funtions f1 and f2 oinide almost everywhere,then Ln;�(f1;x) = Ln;�(f2;x) (x 2 R) for almost every �. These remarks show thatthe families (4.4) are orretly de�ned for all Lp-spaes with 0 < p � +1. As we see,the introdution of the parameter, that has the sense of translation of knots, enables usto extend the onstrution of interpolation, that make sense only for p = +1, to thegeneral ase 0 < p � +1.Theorem 4.2. Let 0 < p � +1. If  de�ned by (2:1)0 is a ontinuous and  ̂belongs to L~p(R) where ~p = minf1; pg, then the family fLn;�g given by (4:4) is ofVall�ee-Poussin type in Lp and (4:1) holds.Proof. Using part 2 of Lemma 2.1 we notie thatLn;�(T ) = S���(S�(T ) �Wn)(N)� = S��(S�(T )) = Tfor T 2 Tn (n 2 N0) and � 2 R. Now we hek the boundedness of fLn;�g. Let �rstp = +1. On the basis of Lemma 2.3 we getkfLn;�gk(1) � 12N+1 supkfk1=1maxx;� 2NXk=0 jf(tkN + �)j jWn(x� tkN � �)j� 12N+1 2NXk=0 maxh2[0;� ℄ jWn(h� tkN )j= Jn;1� C3:In the ase 0 < p � 1 we have for f 2 Lp and n 2 N0kLn;�(f)kpp � (2N + 1)�p 2NXk=0Z 2�0 jf(tkN + �)jp �Z 2�0 jWn(x� tkN � �)jpdx� d�= (2N + 1)1�pkfkpp kWnkpp: (4:6)



688 Z. Burinska et. al.By Lemma 2.2 we obtain from (4.6) for n 2 NkfLn;�gk(p) � (2�)� 1p (2N + 1) 1p�1 kWnkp = (2N + 1) 1p�1Jn;p � C3:Finally, we onsider the ase 1 < p < +1. For almost every � from [0; � ℄ (we reallthat � = 2�2N+1 ) we haveJ(�) = kLn;�(f ;x)kpp;x� (2N + 1)�p Z 2�0  2NXk=0 jf(tkN + �)j jWn(x� tkN � �)j!p dx= (2N + 1)�p 2NXm=0Z tm+1NtmN  2NXk=0 jf(tkN + �)j jWn(x� tkN � �)j!p dx= (2N + 1)�p 2NXm=0Z �0  2NXk=0 jf(tkN + �)j jWn(x� tk�mN � �)j!p dx= (2N + 1)�p 2NXm=0Z �0  2NXk=0 jf(tk+mN + �)j jWn(x� tkN � �)j!p dx:
(4:7)

We onsider the spae of vetor-funtions�a(x) = (a0(x); : : : ; a2N(x))with omponents in Lp[0; � ℄ that is equipped with the normk�a(x)kfpg =  2NXm=0Z �0 jam(x)jpdx! 1p :We onsider also the vetor-funtions�a(k)(x) = �a(k)0 (x); : : : ; a(k)2N (x)� (k = 0; 1; : : : ; 2N)where a(k)m (x) = jf(tk+mN + �)j jWn(x� tkN � �)j (m = 0; : : : ; 2N):From (4.7) we haveJ(�) � (2N + 1)�p  2NXk=0 �a(k)(x)pfpg� (2N + 1)�p 2NXk=0 k�a(k)(x)kfpg!p (4:8)= (2N + 1)�p0� 2NXk=0 2NXm=0 jf(tk+mN + �)jp Z �0 jWn(x� tkN � �)jpdx! 1p1Ap



Approximation by Linear Operators 689= (2N + 1)�p0� 2NXk=0�Z �0 jWn(x� tkN � �)jpdx� 1p  2NXm=0 jf(tk+mN + �)jp! 1p1Ap
= (2N + 1)�p 2NXm=0 jf(tmN + �)jp0� 2NXk=0 Z tk+1NtkN jWn(h+ �)jpdh! 1p1Ap
= � 2NXm=0 jf(tmN + �)jp�JN ;p(Wn(�+ �))�p� � 2NXm=0 jf(tmN + �)jp(J�n;p)pwhere J�n;p = max�2[0;� ℄JN ;p(Wn(�+ �)): (4:9)Notiing that the funtion J is � -periodi, we have from (4.8)kfLn;�gk(p) = (2�)� 1p supkfkp=1 kLn;�(f ;x)kp= supkfkp=1� 12� Z 2�0 J(�) d�� 1p= supkfkp=1� 1� Z �0 J(�) d�� 1p� supkfkp=1 2NXm=0 Z �0 jf(tmN + �)jpd�! 1p J�n;p= J�n;p:

(4:10)
Applying (2.15) and Lemma 2.2 for p = 1 we get from (4.10)kfLn;�k(p) � max�2[0;� ℄JN ;1(Wn(�+ �))� max�2[0;� ℄ �+12� kWn(�+ �)k1= (� + 1)Jn;1� C3:Theorem 4.2 is ompletely provedNow we make some onlusions. We have onsidered the family fLn;�g given byformula (4.4). Comparing it with formula (3.2) we getLn;� = S�� Æ In Æ S� (4:11)



690 Z. Burinska et. al.that establishes a onnetion between fLn;�g and In. However, as it was mentionedabove the introdution of the parameter � enables us to onsider fLn;�g in Lp-spaesfor all 0 < p � +1 in ontrast to the interpolation means that make sense for p = +1only.Integrating formula (4.5) with respet to the parameter � we obtain a onnetionbetween fLn;�g and the Fourier means given by (3.1) in the ase 1 � p � +1, that anbe symbolially represented in the form12� Z 2�0 Ln;� d� = Fn: (4:12)In the present setion we have onsidered the valueen(f)p = en(f)p; = (� 12� R 2�0 kf � Ln;�(f)kppd�� 1p if 0 < p � +1max� kf � Ln;�(f)k1 if p = +1.It an be alled an averaged approximation by fLn;�g. We have proved that if 0 < p �+1,  is ontinuous and  ̂ belongs to L~p(R), where ~p = minf1; pg, thenen(f)p � Cn(p; )En(f)p (4:13)where the onstants Cn(p; ) are uniformly bounded on n. As it follows from the proofsof Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and from Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, they an be estimated in one of thefollowing ways:Cn(p; ) � 8<:�1 + (2N + 1)1�pJpn;p� 1p if 0 < p � 11 + J�n;p if 1 � p < +11 + Jn;+1 if p = +1 (4:14)C0(p; ) � 2 1~pCn(p; ) � (�1 + (2�) p2�1k ̂kpLp(R)(2(1 + Æ) + 1n )1�p� 1p if 0 < p � 11 + (� + 1)(2�)�12 k ̂kL1(R) if 1 < p � +1 (4:15)where n 2 N. If we replae the value �2(1 + Æ) + n�1� by 3 + 2Æ, we get a universalonstant C(p; ) that bounds all Cn(p; ).Now we ompare the approximative properties of Fourier means, interpolationmeans and families of linear polynomial operators (in the ases, when it makes sense).Clearly, kf � In(f)k1 � en(f)1 (f 2 C; n 2 N0): (4:16)As it follows from Remark 4.1, the right-hand side of (4.16) an be estimated by 1 +kfLn;�gk(1). However,kInk(1) � kfLn;�gk(1)= supkfk1=1max� kS�� Æ In Æ S�(f)k1= supkfk1=1max� kIn Æ S�(f)k1� supkfk1=1max� kInk(1)kS�(f)k1= kInk(1);



Approximation by Linear Operators 691and (4.16) gives the same estimate for kf�In(f)k1 as we have obtained in the proof ofLemma 3.1. Hene, the substitution In by fLn;�g does not lead to essential inreasingof the approximation error.In the ase of Fourier means we have the same situation. Let now 1 � p � +1.Using Minkovski's generalized inequality, H�older's inequality, and relation (4.12) weobtain for n 2 N0 kFnk(p) = supkfkp=1 kFn(f)kp� 12� supkfkp=1Z 2�0 kLn;�(f)kpd�� 12� �Z 2�0 d�� 1q supkfkp=1 kLn;�(f)kp= kLn;�(f)k(p):By the same arguments we getkf � Fn(f)kp � en(f)p (f 2 Lp; n 2 N0): (4:17)Thus, Theorem 3.1 is an immediate onsequene of Theorem 4.2.As we have seen the approximation by families of linear polynomial operators givesthe best order of approximation in average on the parameter �. Now we will showthat the same outome an be obtained with an a priori de�ned probability error, ifthe parameters � are randomly hosen. More exatly, the following theorem holds. Asusual, we put N = [(1 + Æ)n℄ and � = 2�2N+1 . The onstants Cn = Cn(p; ) have thesame meaning as in inequality (4.13). By P (A) we denote the probability of an event A.It will follow from below that we pratially use the geometrial onept of probability.Theorem 4.3 Let 0 < p < +1,  de�ned by (2:1)0 be ontinuous and  ̂ belong toL~p(R), where ~p = minf1; pg. Let also 0 < � < 1,  > 1, k 2 N satisfy �pk � � and�j (j = 0; 1; : : : ; 2N) be independent random variables uniformly distributed on [0; � ℄.Then for f 2 Lp and n 2 N0P � minj=1;:::;k kf � Ln;�j (f)kp � CnEn(f)p� � 1� �: (4:18)Proof. First we notie that if � is a uniformly distributed on [0; � ℄ random value,then Pf� 2 eg = 1� �f� 2 eg (4:19)for eah set e � [0; � ℄ measurable in the Lebesgue sense. As it follows from formula(4.5), the funtion kf � Ln;�(f)kp is � -periodi on �, and therefore12� Z 2�0 kf � Ln;�(f)kppd� = 12� 2NXk=0Z tk+1NtkN kf � Ln;�(f)kppd�= 12� 2NXk=0Z �0 kf � Ln;��tkN (f)kppd�= 1� Z �0 kf � Ln;�(f)kppd�: (4:20)
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